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PORTABLE TELEPHONE SET

locking the main and movable casings to each other, a lock
release operator disposed on one side of the main or movable

casing and operable for releasing the state of lock of the main

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

and movable casings brought about by the slidable locking
This application claims bene?t of Japanese Patent Appli

means, and an illuminating means for illuminating the lock

cation No. 2002-131617 ?led on May 7, 2002, the contents of
Which are incorporated by the reference.

releasing means from the inner side, Wherein: the neighbor
hood of a part, in Which the lock release operator of the main
or movable casing is disposed, is at least partly made of a

The present invention relates to portable telephone sets
and, more particularly, to portable telephone sets for improv
ing the user’s operability and convenience.

light-transmitting material, the illuminating part being “on”/
“off ’ controlled at a call arrival call time or a main reception

Heretofore, to meet the demand for siZe reduction of the

time.

portable telephone set, a foldable type, the body of Which is
constituted by tWo units foldably coupled together by a cou

According to other aspect of the present invention, there is
provided a portable telephone set comprising a main casing,

pling member, and a slide type, are used as Well as a straight

a movable casing, a slidably locking means for slidably lock
ing the main and movable casings to each other, a lock release

type Which is constituted by a single body. The slide type

portable telephone set usually comprises a main casing (i.e.,

operator disposed on one side of the main or movable casing

?rst unit) and a movable casing (i.e., second unit) With some
function parts mounted thereon, the tWo casings being slid
ably coupled together such that the movable casing is slidable
in the long axis directions relative to the main casing. At the
time of voice communication or the like, the portable tele
phone set can be used by slidably extending the tWo units
aWay from each other in the long axis directions.

The above prior art portable telephone set has the folloWing
problem. The portable telephone set adopting the above slide
type structure, Which is usually constituted by the main casing
and the movable casing With some function parts mounted
thereon and coupled to the main casing such as to be slidable
relative to the same in the long axis directions, is carried in a
retreated state With the tWo units overlapped over each other.

and operable for releasing the state of lock of the main and

movable casings brought about by the slidable locking
20

releasing means from the inner side, Wherein: the neighbor
hood of a part, in Which the lock release operator of the main
or movable casing is disposed, is at least partly made of a

light-transmitting material, the illuminating part being “on”/
25

Other objects and features Will be clari?ed from the fol

loWing description With reference to attached draWings.
30

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b) are a side vieW and a front vieW,

operator (i.e., one-touch slide button).
35

40

ing to the present invention in an extended state (or state of

use) With the front unit having been caused to slide upWard
along the long-axis over the back unit;
FIGS. 3(a) to 3(0) shoW an example of slide mechanism, in

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

an extended state thereof, Which can be used in the embodi

An object of the present invention, therefore, is to provide
45

movable casing slidably coupled and locked to each other,
Which can improve user’s operability and convenience With
respect to a lock releasing operation of releasing the lock of
the main and movable casings to each other.
According to an aspect of the present invention, there is
provided a portable telephone set of slide type comprising a

the present invention in a retreated (or accommodated) state

vieW, respectively, shoWing the portable telephone set accord

not be instantly speci?ed, and subsequent smooth operation

a portable telephone set of slide type With a main and a

respectively, shoWing a portable telephone set according to
With a front unit and a back unit overlapped over each other;
FIGS. 2(a) to 2(0) are a back vieW, a side vieW and a front

touch slide button) can not be recogniZed in a dark environ
ment. Therefore, in such circumstance the button position can
can not be smoothly obtained.

“off” controlled at the time of operation of the lock release
operator in dependence on Whether the lock release operator

is operable.

At the voice communication time, the portable telephone set
is used With the tWo units slidably extended aWay from each
other in the long axis directions by operating a lock release
With the portable telephone set of the above structure,
hoWever, the position of the lock release operator (i.e., one

means, and an illuminating means for illuminating the lock

50

main casing, a movable casing, the tWo casing being slidably
coupled and capable of being locked to each other, and a lock
releasing means for releasing the lock, Wherein: the portable
telephone set further comprises an illuminating means for
illuminating the lock releasing means from the inner side.
The neighborhood of a part With the lock releasing means
is disposed is made of a light-transmitting material. The main
and movable casings are biased by a biasing means such that

55

they are normally held pulled aWay from each other in long
axis directions, and the portable telephone set further com

60

ment of the present invention;
FIGS. 4(a) and 4(b) are vieWs shoWing the slide mecha
nism, in a retreated state thereof, of the embodiment of the
present invention as shoWn in FIGS. 3(a) to 3(0);
FIGS. 5(a) to 5(0) shoW an example of slide mechanism, in
an extended state thereof, Which can be used in the embodi

ment of the present invention;
FIGS. 6(a) and 6(b) are vieWs shoWing the slide mecha
nism, in a retreated state thereof, of the embodiment of the
present invention as shoWn in FIGS. 5(a) to 5(0); FIG. 1
shoWs
FIGS. 7(a) to 7(0) shoW an example of slide mechanism, in
an extended state thereof, Which can be used in the embodi

prises a locking means for locking the tWo casings to each

ment of the present invention;
FIGS. 8(a) and 8(b) are vieWs shoWing the slide mecha
nism, in a retreated state thereof, of the embodiment of the
present invention as shoWn in FIGS. 7(a) to 7(0);
FIGS. 9(a) to 9(0) shoW an example of slide mechanism, in

other in a retreated state, in Which the tWo units are in an

an extended state thereof, Which can be used in the embodi

overlapped state, against the force of the biasing means.
According to another aspect of the present invention, there

ment of the present invention;
FIGS. 10(a) and 10(b) are vieWs shoWing the slide mecha
nism, in a retreated state thereof, of the embodiment of the
present invention as shoWn in FIGS. 9(a) to 9(0); and

is provided a portable telephone set comprising a main cas
ing, a movable casing, a slidably locking means for slidably

65
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FIGS. 11 and 12 show block diagrams of the portable
telephone set according to the present invention.

lock mechanism is released by pushing doWn the lock release
operator 301 may also be readily made.
In this embodiment of the portable telephone set, in order

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE
INVENTION

to check Whether the tWo units are in the retreated or extended
state, a magnet 106 is provided on the front unit 100 at an

Preferred embodiments of the present invention Will noW
be described With reference to the drawings.

hand, has a magnetic sensor 210 of a hole element or the like,

appropriate position thereof. The back unit 200, on the other
Which is disposed at a position corresponding to the magnet
106 in the retreated state of the units, for instance. The

FIGS. 1(a), 1(b) and 2(a) to 2(0) shoW an embodiment of
the portable telephone set according to the present invention.
In vieW of the shape, the portable telephone set 400 shoWn in
these Figures comprises tWo units, namely a front unit 100

retreated state can be detected, because in this state a prede

termined output is obtainable from the magnetic sensor 210

oWing to the magnetic ?eld of the magnet 106.
As described above, in this embodiment of the portable

With a display, etc. provided thereon and a back unit 200 With

telephone set, With one-touch operation of causing sliding of

main operating parts provided therein, the tWo units being
slidably coupled together by a slide mechanism such that they

the lock release operator 301 on the back unit When the

can slide in long axis directions relative to each other.

FIG. 1(a) is a side vieW shoWing the portable telephone set
400 in a contracted state (i.e., accommodated state) With the
front and back units 100 and 200 overlapped over each other.
FIG. 1(b) is a front vieW shoWing the same portable telephone
unit 400. FIGS. 2(a) to 2(0) are a back vieW, a side vieW and

20

upWard over the back unit to bring about the extended state

(see FIGS. 2(a) to 2(0). In this state, the main operating part is

a front vieW, respectively, shoWing the portable telephone set
400 in an extended state (i.e., state of use) With the front unit
100 slidably moved upWard relative to the back unit 200.

exposed, and the microphone and the receiver are found to be

at appropriate positions, and various operations and voice
25

The front unit (i.e., ?rst unit) 100 is substantially rectan
gular in planar shape and has a predetermined thickness. The

30

35

1(0) and 2 (a) to 2(0), and numerals With a?ixed large and
40

phone set comprises a display (i.e., liquid crystal display
LCD) 101, an auxiliary operating part (i.e., auxiliary operat
45

50

rubber.
The tWo units are biased by a biasing means provided in the
inside of the portable telephone set such that they are nor

over the back unit 200. An alternative arrangement that the

extended state of the front and back units, and a touch-panel
mechanism 107 assembled on the surface of the display 101,
these function parts being mounted on the front unit 100.
This embodiment of the portable telephone set further
comprises an antenna 203, an RF circuit 204, a modulating/
circuit 206, a codec circuit 207, a control part 208, a micro

55

phone 202, a main operating part (operating keys) 201, an
informing means 209, an image processing part 215, and a
magnetic sensor (i.e., hole element) 210 corresponding to the
magnet 106.

(or lock mechanism) is provided to lock the tWo units to each
other in the overlapped (i.e., retreated) state of the units
against the force of the biasing means. This lock is released by

In this operation, When slide operation of the lock release
operator 301 is made, the mechanism of the lock of the front
and back units 100 and 200 in the retreated state (i.e., accom
modated state) is released, and the front and back units 100
and 200 are caused by the biasing means to be brought to the
open state of use With automatic sliding of the front unit 100

ing keys) 102, a receiver (i.e., loudspeaker) 103, an electronic
imaging unit (i.e., CCD camera) 104, a ?ngerprint certi?er
105, a magnet 106 for detecting the relative positions, i.e.,

demodulating (modem) circuit 205, a baseband processing

mally pulled apart or extended in the long axis directions (i.e.,

operating the lock release operator 301 provided on one side
of the back unit.

small alphabet letters are alike in function and constitution.
Electronic circuit parts or the like in this embodiment Will
be described. FIG. 11 is a block diagram shoWing electric

circuit parts in the embodiment of the portable telephone set.
As shoWn in FIG. 11, this embodiment of the portable tele

The neighborhood of parts, in Which lock release operators
(i.e., one-touch slide buttons) 301 of the front and back units
100 and 200 are disposed, is constituted by a light-transmit

in the state as shoWn in FIGS. 2(a) to 2(0)). A locking means

FIGS. 8(a) to 8(0), and FIGS. 9(a) to 9(0) and FIGS. 10(a) to
10(0), are back, side and front vieWs shoWing the sets in the
extended and retreated states, respectively. In these Figures,
reference numerals are like those shoWn in FIGS. 1(a) and

of it, a lock release operator (i.e., one-touch slide button) 301.

ting material such as transparent or opaque resin or silicone

slide mechanism as Well. FIGS. 3(a) to 3(0) to 10(a) to 10(0)
shoW different examples of the slide mechanism, in Which the
tWo units are coupled to each other slidably in the long axis
directions. FIGS. 3(a) to 3(0) and FIGS. 4(a) to 4(0), FIGS.

5(a) to 5(0) and FIGS. 6(a) to 6(0), FIGS. 7(a) to 7(0) and

has, on a loWer part of its front surface (hereinafter referred to
as second main surface 200A), a main operating part 201 and
a transmitter (i.e., microphone) 202, and also has, on one side

The back unit 200 accommodates in its inside other electric
circuits to be described later.

communication can be made.
The slide mechanism described above is by no means

limitative, and obviously it is possible to adopt various other

front unit 400 has, on its front surface (hereinafter referred to
as ?rst main surface 100A), a large siZe display (i.e., LCD

display) 101, an auxiliary operating part 102 and a receiver
(or loudspeaker) 103, and also has, on its back surface (here
inafter referred to as ?rst auxiliary surface 100B), an elec
tronic imaging unit 104 (i.e., CCD camera) and an optical
aperture (i.e., sensor part) of a ?ngerprint certi?er part 105 as
optical function parts. A magnet 106 is disposed on the ?rst
auxiliary surface 100B at a suitable position thereof. A touch
panel mechanism 107 may be assembled in the display 101.
The back unit (i.e., second unit) 200 has substantially the
same rectangular planar shape as the front unit 100, and is
slidably provided on the back side thereof. The back unit 200

portable telephone set is in the retreated state (see FIGS. 1(a)
and 1(b), in Which the back unit (i.e., second unit) With the
main operating part is overlapped under the back surface of
and locked to the front unit (i.e., ?rst unit) With the display and
the receiver, the front unit With the display is caused to slide

60

The control part 208 includes an extension detection part
211 for checking, based on the unit of the magnetic sensor
210, Whether the tWo units are in the retreated or extended
state, a display control part 212 for controlling the display, a

call arrival/talk end control part 213 capable of call arrival
control operation in correspondence to the retreated and
65

extended states of the tWo units, an informing control part 214

capable of control call arrival time informing operation in
correspondence to the contracted and extended states of the

US 8,0l4,835 B2
5
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tWo units, and a signal converting circuit 217 for converting
signals from an image processing part 215 and a certi?cation

of light emission (i.e., illumination) at the call arrival time, by
arranging such that the light intensity of the LED 251 is

processing part 216.

maximum in the retreated state, in Which the back unit 200 is

The RF circuit 204 has a receiving circuit, a transmitting

concealed and the visible light emission (i.e., illuminated)

circuit and a frequency synthesizer (the elements being not
shoWn). The main operating part 201 has such operating keys
as Well-knoWn transmit key, English letter/kana/ Chinese
character/numeral ?gure conversion key, poWer supply on

localities are minimum in number, it is possible to provide for
improved convenience of the user and also save the battery by

reducing the light intensity of the LED 251 according to the

quantity of visible light emission (or illuminated) localities.
As a function provided When the lock release operator (i.e.,
one-touch slide button) 301 is operated for the ?rst time at a

off key, a cursor operating cross key and an end key. These
various function parts are mounted in or on the surface of the

back unit 200. The individual parts constituting the electric

call arrival time, it is possible to preset, as desired, off-hook,
call arrival tone stop, call arrival tone level reduction, sliding

circuit part of the embodiment as shoWn in FIG. 11 may be

those Well knoWn in the art, and their detailed description is
not given.
In the embodiment of the portable telephone set, the front
unit 100 has an auxiliary operating part 102 provided on the
?rst main surface 100A, and permits such operations as mail

of the tWo units, response retention, etc. for each of the cases
that the tWo units are in the retreated and extended state, thus

operation, image operation and call arrival operation relevant

tents.

permitting control of the light emission, light intensity, color
and pattern (i.e., “on” time, “on”/“off’ intervals and “on”
color changes) of the LED 251 according to the preset con

to displayed contents on the display With the front and back

units in the overlapped state by Watching the displayed con

Alternatively, in the case Where a mechanism for disabling
20

button) 301 to bring the tWo units in the retreated state to the
extended state (i.e., bringing about a slide lock state), the LED
251 is “on”/“off” controlled according to Whether the lock

tents.

Referring to the block diagram of FIG. 12, an LED 251 and
a data memory part 252 are shoWn. The LED 251 is an

example of a light-emitting element for illuminating, from the
inner side, the neighborhood of parts, in Which the lock
release operators (i.e., one-touch slide buttons) 301 of the

release operator (i.e., one-touch slide button) 301 is operable
25

or not. So long as the setting is such that sliding or the like can

not be caused by operating the lock release operator (i.e.,

front and back units 100 and 200 are disposed. The data

one-tough slide button) 301, it is no longer necessary to cause
light emission from the LED 251. Furthermore, it may be

memory part 252 stores such data as telephone diary data,

setting data of various input operating functions of lock
release operators (i.e., one-touch release buttons) 301, and

the operation of the lock release operator (i.e., one-touch slide

30

LED “on”/“off” control data corresponding to the relative
positions of the front and back unit 100 and 200 to each other.

made to let the locked state be informed to the user With light
emission in a predetermined color.
The LED light emission at the call arrival time may be

provided not only at the time of a voice communication call

The operation of the embodiment of the portable telephone

arrival but also at the time of a mail call arrival.

prior art, and their description as a Whole is not given or given

As has been described in the foregoing, With the portable
telephone set according to the present invention, the folloW
ing pronounced advantages are obtainable. The portable tele
phone set according to the present invention adopts the slide

brie?y. Mainly, operations Which are deeply related to the

type structure, and the lock release operators are illuminated

set Will noW be outlined. The voice communication functions

and data transmitting and receiving functions of the embodi
ment of the portable telephone set may be like those in the

35

from the inner side When causing the sliding of the units.

present invention Will noW be described.

When the receiving circuit detects a signal informing a call

40

arrival at the oWn set in a call Waiting time, it informs the call
arrival to the control part 208. When the control part 208
receives, from the receiving circuit, the information of a call
arrival at the oWn set, it informs the call arrival at the oWn set
to the user by driving the informing means 209 such as a call

?ed even in a dark environment, and the subsequent operation

can be performed smoothly. Also, the light emission, light
intensity, color and pattern (i.e., “on” time, “on”/“off” inter
45

bell or a vibrator.

At this time, the LED 251 for illuminating, from the inner
side, the neighborhood of a part, in Which the lock release
operators (i.e., one-touch slide buttons) 301 of the front and
back units 100 and 200, is “on”/“off” controlled. That is, at

one-touch slide buttons) and Whether the lock release opera
tor is operable, and it is thus possible to improve the user’s
50

55

description and accompanying draWings is offered by Way of
illustration only. It is therefore intended that the foregoing
description be regarded as illustrative rather than limiting.

for detection as to Whether the tWo units are in the retreated or
extended state or the extended position in case of such an 60

arrangement that the extended state can be detected stepWise.

Where the tWo units are provided With a plurality of localities

convenience and operability.
Changes in construction Will occur to those skilled in the
art and various apparently different modi?cations and
embodiments may be made Without departing from the scope
of the present invention. The matter set forth in the foregoing

ter’ s number With the call received therefrom, are stored in the
data memory part 252 for “on”/ “off ’ control.
The magnet 106 and the magnet sensor 210 are provided

“On”/“off” control data concerning the LED 251 correspond
ing to the result of detection is preliminarily stored in the data
memory part 252 for the control of the light emission, light
intensity, color and pattern (i.e., “on” time, “on”/“off” inter
vals and “on” color changes) of the LED 251. For example,

val and “on” color changes) of the LED 252 are controlled
based on transmitter’ s data, retreated/extended state, function

provided by the operation of the lock release operators (i.e.,

the call arrival call time, the LED 251 is turned on to cause

light emission from the lock release operators (i.e., one-touch
slide buttons). Also, control data such as light emission, light
intensity, color and pattern (i.e., “on” time, “on”/“off” inter
vals and “on” color changes) corresponding to the transmit

Thus, the visual recognition property is improved by the
illumination, and the button position can be instantly speci

65

What is claimed is:
1. A portable telephone set of slide type comprising a main

casing, a movable casing, the tWo casings being slidably
coupled and capable of being locked to each other, and a lock
releasing means for releasing the lock, Wherein:
the portable telephone set further comprises an illuminat
ing means for illuminating the lock releasing means
from the inner side, and further comprises a detecting
means for detecting the advanced position of the main
casing and the movable casing, a condition of the illu

US 8,014,835 B2
8
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minating means being controlled according to Whether
the main casing and the movable casing have been

operation of the lock release operator in dependence on
Whether the lock release operator is operable.
10. The portable telephone set according to claim 9, Which
further comprises a detecting means for detecting the
advanced position of the main casing and the movable casing,

retreated or advanced.

2. The portable telephone set according to claim 1, Wherein
the neighborhood of a part With the lock releasing means is
disposed is made of a light-transmitting material.

a condition of the illuminating means being controlled

according to Whether the main casing and the movable casing

3. The portable telephone set according to claim 1, Wherein
the main and movable casings are biased by a biasing means

have been retreated or advanced.

such that they are normally held pulled aWay from each other
in long axis directions, and the portable telephone set further

11. The portable telephone set according to claim 9, Which
further comprises a data storing part for storing “on” control

comprises a locking means for locking the tWo casings to each

data of the illuminating means corresponding to a transmitter,
a condition of the illuminating part being controlled With
reference to said transmitter’s data.

other in a retreated state, in Which the tWo units are in an

overlapped state, against the force of the biasing means.
4. The portable telephone set according to claim 1, Which
further comprises a data storing part for storing “on” control

12. The portable telephone set according to claim 9,
Wherein the lock release operator has a plurality of input
operating functions, a condition of the illuminating means
being controlled according to an input operating function
brought about as a result of operation of the lock release

data of the illuminating means corresponding to a transmitter,
a condition of the illuminating part being controlled With
reference to said transmitter’s data.

5. The portable telephone set according to claim 1, Wherein
the “on” pattern of the illuminating means is “on” time,
“on”/“off” interval and “on” color change.

operator.
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6. A portable telephone set comprising:
a main casing,
a movable casing,
a slidable locking means for slidably locking the main and
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movable casings to each other,
a lock release operator disposed on one side of the main or

movable casing and operable for releasing the state of
lock of the main and movable casings brought about by
the slidable locking means, and
an illuminating means for illuminating the lock releasing
means from the inner side, Wherein,
the neighborhood of a part, in Which the lock release opera
tor of the main or movable casing is disposed, is at least
partly made of a light-transmitting material, the illumi
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set further comprises a locking means for locking the tWo
casings to each other in a retreated state, in Which the tWo
units are in an overlapped state, against the force of the
biasing means.

15. A portable telephone set of slide type comprising a
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coupled and capable of being locked to each other, and a lock
releasing means for releasing the lock, Wherein:
the portable telephone set further comprises an illuminat
ing means for illuminating the lock releasing means
from the inner side, Wherein the lock release operator
has a plurality of input operating functions, a condition
of the illuminating means being controlled according to
an input operating function brought about as a result of

operation of the lock release operator.
16. A portable telephone set comprising:
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a main casing,
a movable casing,
a slidable locking means for slidably locking the main and

movable casings to each other,

reference to said transmitter’s data.

8. The portable telephone set according to claim 6, Wherein
the “on” pattern of the illuminating means is “on” time,
“on”/“off” interval and “on” color change.

time, “on”/“off interval and “on” color change.
14. The portable telephone set according to claim 2,
Wherein the main and movable casings are biased by a biasing
means such that they are normally held pulled aWay from
each other in long axis directions, and the portable telephone

main casing, a movable casing, the tWo casings being slidably

nating means being “on”/ “off ’ controlled at a call arrival
call time or a main reception time and

further comprises a detecting means for detecting the
advanced position of the main casing and the movable
casing, a condition of the illuminating means being con
trolled according to Whether the main casing and the
movable casing have been retreated or advanced.
7. The portable telephone set according to claim 6, Which
further comprises a data storing part for storing “on” control
data of the illuminating means corresponding to a transmitter,
a condition of the illuminating part being controlled With

13. The portable telephone set according to claim 9,
Wherein the “on” pattern of the illuminating means is “on”

a lock release operator disposed on one side of the main or
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movable casing and operable for releasing the state of
lock of the main and movable casings brought about by
the slidable locking means, and

9. A portable telephone set comprising:

an illuminating means for illuminating the lock releasing

a main casing,
a movable casing,
a slidable locking means for slidably locking the main and

means from the inner side,
Wherein the neighborhood of a part, in Which the lock
release operator of the main or movable casing is dis
posed, is at least partly made of a light-transmitting
material, the illuminating means being “on”/“off’ con

movable casings to each other,
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a lock release operator disposed on one side of the main or

movable casing and operable for releasing the state of
lock of the main and movable casings brought about by
the slidable locking means, and
an illuminating means for illuminating the lock releasing
means from the inner side, Wherein,
the neighborhood of a part, in Which the lock release opera
tor of the main or movable casing is disposed, is at least
partly made of a light-transmitting material, the illumi
nating means being “on”/“off” controlled at the time of

trolled at a call arrival call time or a main reception time,
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and
Wherein the lock release operator has a plurality of input
operating functions, a condition of the illuminating
means being controlled according to an input operating
function brought about as a result of operation of the
lock release operator.

